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Agency challenges Hanford as N-waste site
t WSla*V_ water ciuld carry radioacve ment of nine proposed sites the environment s 81,oo yea - well says there are indications that ti=snce reportr wasta into the surrunding env U -a -A department is udy beyond the fde requIrement artificial recharge" o grou

Ihs
md-rolnment in " little as IOO yes: The Hanford Nuclear Reserva- The government requires wastestim's sutability as the nation's to be safely stored o 10.000 years'firs nuclear-waste burialound An evlaer study by the federalhas been challged by theNu Departmen of Eerg; concludedar Regulatory Commissi the wasteai could be sely storedThe NRC, wich is responsible at te site for as ong as 81.000for licensU any repository, is yORs.

questk~g.tbe Jtedral Depart-'. I 7 NRlC report ao sys the(2)ment o conlusi that Eastern Washta site was otradioactive culd be safely treated equitably in the DOE'sisolated from the environment at evaluation of flood pothentl, thatthe Hanford site, the earthqu hazard at HanfordTe NRC, in a new report, says, amy be uiderestimated and thatsome staff estimates show gJ dvabe technology may not be

Ins'.e
* The state has eat-

ened the Hanford rs-
ervation with $10,000-
a-da fines for dump-
Ing checals. B 9.

That assessment put Hanford
among the top three candidates for
becoming the repository for 77,000
tons of radioactive waste from
nuclear-power plants

The DOE is required to consid-
er the NRC's comments, along
with those from other government
agei and affecled stts whea
It makes Its final report. That
report is due late thls sume.

The DOE assessment said the
best preliminary estimate of the
"travel time" of contaminated
water from the rpository to te

that the waste be coained for water is increasing pressure n10O00years. water that is trapped far under-
But the NRC said Its staft ground. in the layers of rckdemonstrated that asonable in- proposed for the waste o y.

tppeatons" of the same dataf 4> lt greater presure may
coul reach "heantally lower' dignificantly ncreae the speed atestimates." Some of th seesti-aminated watermates are shor than 1,000 years. could be pushed toward the sur-Grouqdwater has been the face, the NRC report suggested.most troubling problem faci the Another complicating factor.
Detia ot Es =fz the NRC sald, s that the wagze

itself will be hot. This will heat
s Nt N R sa id, Hs th t t e AThe ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w4afr pNRnt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ n r

have be lL ~g Please see iWIFORD on A 6

adequate for drilling.
The NRC report was n re-

sponse to the Department of Ener-
gy's draft environmental assess-
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Dear Friend:

We at The Seattle Times would liake to know how close we're coming to our target in our quest for accurate and fair
reporting.

In our hurry to get your Seattle Times to you promptly, seven days a week, 52 weeks a year, we're likely to err once in
a while. With your help we can find out if we made a mistake in this story. We'll use your suggestions to reduce our errors
in the future.

Please indicate below whether we missed or hit the target; then return the form in the stamped envelope enclosed.

Sincerely,
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o f)mhtsthmr Editor
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Lane Smith
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Waste report
challenged

James B. King

. Are the facts in this story correct?

2. If not, please make a note of all errors.

HANFORD
continued from Page 1

groundwater in the surrounding
rock, causing a tendency to rise,
further affecting the water's move-

Me NRC's point about surface
disebarges affecting pressure in
deeply buried aquifers will be
controversial.

-The DOE and scientists with its
contractor, the Rockwell Hanford
Co.-,maintain that surface ground-
water, which flows toward the
Colunbia River, and the deeply
buried sources of water are not
connected.

The NRC said the points it is
raIsing were either considered and
dismissed as unimportant or were
not mentioned In the DOE's report.

Other points in the NRC's
criticism:

* The nine sites considered by
the DOE were "not treated equita-
bly" in one part of the evaluation,
and Hanford was one of the sites
on the short end. The DOE's
investigations revealed that seven
ef the rine sites could be-subjec to
surface flooding. At four of them.
that possibility was considered a
disqualifylg factor. But the three
others, ncluding Hanford, were
not isqualfied because flood pro-
tection could be provided.

"We note that engineering
measures ... can be used to
protect almost any site from al-
most any flood," the NRC's report
said: t suggested that thle DOE

apythat guideline consistently to

* The NRC disputed the "gen-
eralfr favorable" view of earth-
qu hazard in the DOE report. It
pointed out that an extension of a
fault known to be capable of
earthqakes of magnitude 6.5 could
be 'postulated" to pass within a
mile of the Hanford proposed

3. Are the names and other related information correct?

4. If not, what are the corrections?

5. Is the headline correct? -

6. If not, what is the error?

7. Is the story fair?

8. If not, tvhy not?

9. Which type of news or features do you find most interesting or helpful?

(You are welcome to use the reverse side or a separate letter for additional
replies.)
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on the short end. The DOE's
investigations revealed that seven
of the nine sites could be subject to
surface flooding. At tour of them,
that possibility was considered a
disqualifying factor. But the three
others. ncuding Hanford, were
sot disqualified cause flood pro-
tecton could be provided.

"We note that engineering
measures ... can be used to
protect almost any site from al-
most any flood," the NRC's report
sai&. It suggested that the DLOE

ppythat guideline consistently to

U The NRC disputed the "gen-
erafly favorable" view of earth.
quake hazard in the DOE report. It
pointed out that an extension of a
fault known to be capable of
earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 could
be "postulated" to pass within a
mile of the Hanford proposed
repository. And It said that, judg-
Ig from similar formations else-
where in the Columbia Basin,
faults could be expected in the
rock proposed for the repository.
Earthquakes would not pose much
dairger to a repository, but could
change groundwaer travel routes
and speeds.

* Thee NRC questioned wheth-
er Hanford meets another of the
DOE's guidelines, that the con-
struction could be accomplished
with "reasonably available tech-
nology." The DOE proposes to drill
a I.Moot-wide shaft with a tech-
nique known as "blind-hole drill-
Js" where the hole would be
drlled with a huge augur-like rig.
Conventional mining methods
would use blasting to sink the hole.

The NRC staff pointed out that
blind-hole drilling has never been
used on a shaft that big or tried in
rock conditions like those at Han-
ford. In fact, the criticism said, a
project using the technique once
was stopped far short of the
projected epth because tne equip-
ment failed.


